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Abstract The relationship between Bouguer anomaly and topographic relief in 
central ]apan is illustrated by a series of profiles along 52 traverses. Data from 
observation points within 2.5' (about 5 km) on both sides of each traverse are plotted on 
the profile. They express various patterns in the relationship between Bouguer anomaly 
and topography : (1)the low negative Bouguer anomaly strongly correlates inversely with 
the high topography in the central part of Honshu Island and their variations comprise 
wavelengthes of 70km and 300km : (2)there are many regions of a positive correlation 
between Bouguer anomaly and high topography in the shorter wavelength : and (3) most 
of alluvial plains are characterized by local negative anomaly 
1. Introduction. 
A detailed contour map of Bouguer anomaly over the central part of Honshu Island 
was presented in the previous paper (KONO et al.， 1982). In this paper， 52 profiles of 
observed Bouguer anomaly and topography are illustrated. They are useful to recognize 
some characteristic relationship between Bouguer anomaly and topography over the 
surveyed area. 
2. Profiles. 
The index map showing the locations of the profiles is reproduced in Fig. 1 from the 
previous paper (KONO et al.， 1982)・ Thecode for each profile is indicated in both sides 
(for Fig. 2) and top and bottom (for Fig. 3) in the figure. In Fig. 2 to 5， al of the profiles 
are displayed. In each section， the data from observation points within 2.5' (about 5km) 
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Fig. 1 lndex map for Figs. 2 to 5. Codes for each profile are indicated in both sides 
(for Fig. 2) and top and bottom (for Fig. 3). 
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Fig. Ll Profik (EE') of observed Bouguer anomal;f and topography frorr日 theNoto 
Peninsula (n巴 Togi)to Ina crossing the central part OI mountanous area (near 





























Fig. 5 Profile (NN') of observed Bougu巴ranomaly arrd o!ong the 
obse了、rationline of seismic explosion vvhich was carded out il1 N ov. 1981 by th巴
Reaech Group cf Explosion Seismology 
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on both sic1es of each traverse are plotted on the profileωFigures are drawn based 01 the 
data . available at the 'end of 1981. 
3. 80me Rεl"nadmble F肥atUJres.
Some ej'と ofthe remarkable relatioi1ship between Bouguer anomaly and 
topography in the surveyed area are pointed out. 
The section WllE (Fig. is a example of a strong inverse correlation 
between Bouguer and topo只 This 日theestablishment of isostasv in 
this area. Dominant of theirγariations are about 70 and 300km. 
clarifies that the variation of the sI10rtεr wavel日ngthis c3.used undulation of an 
upper crustal layεr of mean depth of 5knl instead of that of the vvhile the γariation 
of the longer is resulted undulai:on of the Moho 
The Hodatsu in the southern part of the l¥T ot。 are bounded bγtl1e 
is 1¥1t. H目latsuOchi lowland on the north and Ton乳minlain O!l tI1e south. The 
and anomaly is about 40 shovvs the 
Tectonic western 
and southεm boundaries thatョblockof very high 
rocks is hidden bεiow th;8 to th台 southof 
the Japan Sea (i，月 and 
coast a1so demonstrate the positivεcorr己latiol1.
lVIost of alluvial and basins show another type 01' thc correlation 
and the basins of Niat:31l11oto 
Fig.2 叩 andlna. The Takada 
Fig. anJ S18N弔 FIg.3(18))are
A 仁川 of Lakε 13iveしa 
ShOV¥7:3 3trong regional horizo 
ntal scale of which i3 comparablεto that of the Hida mむuntains司 implvingnon-isostatic 
An i'Oe五aHlDlεofin'lerse correlation betvieen and i3 以~n
areas ¥v.t1ere 
are;i frorn trlc N oto Peninsula to the 
a 
the sej日mic v!hich was 
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carried out the Research Group for Explosion Seismology (1982) in N ov. 1981 bet'¥'Veen 
Otaki agano the 
-Shizuoka Tectonic Line固 Preliminaryanalysis of the observation implies that the surface 
layers of the vvestern block underthrust into thεeastern block around thε 
-Shizuoka Tectonic Lin色.
In summary， Fig. 6 ilIustrates the four 
between Bou飢 ler and 
patterns and exampies as 
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Fig. 6 Schematic' iIlustration of the relationship b日tVJ日enBougu忠ranomaly and 
to.pography 0'1色lCt:be survey告darea. 
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